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Whether you have an outdoor wedding, a summer wedding, or you just want to have a natural feel for your wedding, these paddle fan programs will be one of those great details everyone will remember. If you're unsure about the paddle fan layout, you can also download a similar floral design as a more traditional horizontal or vertical
template program. Pretty Blooms Wedding Program Paddle Fan from Sweet Purple Bride Continue 5 of the 12 below. Updated: 04/01/2018 by Computer Hope Pattern can refer to any of the following: 1. Design template or template file that is created with a shared layout to be used with one or more documents. For example, a program
might have a template for a resume. With the resume template, the overall layout is designed with filler text (such as your goal, previous work experience, etc.) that you can replace with information related to you. The program can come with pre-designed templates with the ability to create a user template. When you create a custom
template that will be stored and reused or shared, it can contain themed fonts, layouts, colors, thematic effects, background styles, and even content. Design patterns vary depending on the type of work you create, but must share similar themes and patterns throughout the completed work. The design pattern for the photo gallery page will
be different from the layout of the history page, which in turn will be different from the contact page. Microsoft PowerPoint has design patterns that help provide a cohesive and visual organization for presentations. Each slide can have a different layout and graphics, but the overall look has continuity. There are templates available for all
Microsoft Office programs and other programs such as Adobe InDesign, Google Docs, and other office and design programs, each with similar options. Related pages What is a normal.dot file? 2. In web design, templates help structure the overall design of a web page. They provide you with areas to post photos and text, or items such as
navigation bars and other widgets when you design a website. Companies like Squarespace have hundreds of different templates that can be used by anyone to help create a website easier. 3. When programming, the template can be used as the basis for unique code units. In the NHS, an object-oriented computational language, there
are standard template libraries where programmers can select separate template classes to change. An example of this pattern is MFCL (Microsoft Foundation Class Library). Form Letters, Placeholder, Temporary File, Word Processor Terms If you've ever been to a funeral, you've probably noticed different floral arrangements at different
locations around the funeral home. you can also see fresh bouquets of flowers in the house of those who have lost a loved one. Funeral flowers are designed to show respect, provide comfort, and offer to cheer those in mourning. Many people may hesitate to send flowers because they are unsure of the proper etiquette or understanding
that floral arrangements are acceptable. One thing to remember is that any flower can be appropriate. If you want to help in choosing an arrangement, most florists have experience with funerals and are happy to let you know. Should I send flowers to a funeral or memorial service? If so, what arrangement is appropriate? If you want to
send flowers, then by all means, yes, you should. They can be taken to the funeral home or to the family home of the deceased. Most funeral florists have floral arrangements that you can choose from, but there is nothing wrong with sending a more personal location of your choice. You can send flowers on your own or get together with
others for a bigger, more complex arrangement. Colleagues, club members or close friends can do so. If you can't attend the funeral, you can send flowers so the family knows what you think of them. They will appreciate your thoughts and feelings during this difficult time. If the family has requested a donation to charity, you must comply
with this request. You still have to send sympathy cards to the family. Funeral flowers vary by region, customs and personal preferences. You can choose a good arrangement in a bowl or vase, or you can choose from a variety of funeral wreaths. Most florists will be taken to the funeral home so that flowers can be seen during the visit.
They will also take them to or after the funeral. Here are some tips on the specific needs of the funeral flower: For caskets - Choose to spray larger, more dramatic flowers draping over the casket. Spray caskets are often provided by family members. Constant sprays - Large flowers that can be seen from all over the room are suitable for
stands at the funeral home. Arrangements for the family to take home - If you know a family member's favorite flower, it's always a good gesture to choose that as a focal point in the arrangement. Fill it with extra flowers to make it more attractive. Flowers and plants - Another option is to choose live plants that a family member can take
home to transplant in their garden. This will help to keep the memory of her deceased loved one alive. For a deceased child - a smaller arrangement is more suitable for the funeral of the child. Choose something thin and thin, so as not to overcome the casket. If you are sending flowers, a brief note of sympathy is attached appropriately.
Here are some tips on what to write: Our prayers are with you at this difficult time. Pease take our deepest sympathy. We pray for your comfort, knowing how much we have respected and loved. We will always remember the name of the deceased for her generosity and good spirit. He will always be in our hearts. We wish you peace and
comfort at this time. You can send flowers to the family of the deceased at any time. If send them to the funeral home, make sure they arrive on the day of the funeral and as early as possible. You can contact the funeral home to find out their procedure for taking flowers. It is never too early or too late to send flowers to family members'
homes. Early arrangement will provide something fun at this time of sadness. If you sent flowers to a funeral, you can send or deliver flowers to the family a few weeks or months later to show what you think of people who are still grieving. Some people may request a donation to charity instead of flowers. Honor it and follow it with a note
to the deceased's family, letting them know. They will appreciate a gift that can help someone else. Talking about death and end-of-life decisions that need to be made after we learn is not convenient for anyone. But this is a conversation we should all have with our families at some point. Traditional burial, in which the preserved body in a
coffin is placed in the ground or storage, has been a social norm for more than a century. However, more and more people are looking for ways to simplify the burial process, reduce funeral costs, and reduce their carbon footprint at the same time. According to the National Association of Funeral Directors (NFDA), more than 50% of
Americans are interested in exploring green funeral options. Having a green funeral and a natural burial can save thousands of dollars compared to the cost of a traditional funeral, as well as significantly reduce the negative impact on the environment. But what is a green funeral? How much does it cost, and how do you go about
organizing one? Let's see. What is a green burial ground? The Green Funeral Council (GBC) defines green burial as a way of caring for the dead with minimal environmental impact, which helps in conserving natural resources, reducing carbon emissions, protecting workers' health, and restoring and/or preserving habitat. In a green burial,
the deceased is not embalmed or preserved in any way. Instead, they are wrapped in a shroud or placed in a biodegradable coffin made of cardboard, unfinished wood, hemp, cork, wicker, bamboo, or jute. Green burial is legal in all 50 states. The burial site offers another chance to limit the impact of funerals on the environment. Some
traditional cemeteries provide a place for green burials, plots of land within a large cemetery where trees and flowers can be planted instead of the traditional marble tombstone. In some cases, the grass remains to grow wild. Burial vaults, where the site is fortified with concrete, so as not to collapse, are not used in green graves. There
are also green cemeteries. In these areas, large tracts of land are exclusively for natural burial and are often preserved by a trust that protects the land from development. A green cemetery can be wild, Meadow or forest; Green Green look like any other natural park or nature reserve. A return to the old tradition of being buried in a
meadow, in nothing more than a simple cotton shroud, may seem outrageous or even illegal in modern society. However, the green burial is actually just a return to the path we have buried our dead for thousands of years. According to NPR, commercialized and industrialized burial methods did not become popular before the Civil War,
when the dead often had to be transported home for burial. During the 19th century, care at the end of life became more commercialized, and costs continued to rise as the process of preservation and social expectations that come with it. Green burial is much more common in other countries of the world. The United Kingdom has more
than 200 green cemeteries, and most countries use simple practices and do not preserve when burying their dead. Is cremation considered a green burial? Compared to the environmental impact of traditional whole-body burial, cremation is a more environmentally friendly choice because it uses far fewer materials and space. Interring
cremated remains takes up about the same amount of space as a basketball, compared to a refrigerator-sized piece of land needed to bury an entire body. However, cremation has its environmental implications. The cremation process puts carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and heavy metals into the atmosphere. NBC
reports that cremation puts 573 pounds of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. If the deceased has mercury-amalgam fillings that mercury can become air pollution. The container body is placed in, whether it is a casket or a simple drawer, and releases contaminants when it is burned. Most modern crematoria have filters in chimneys that
prevent many of these pollutants from entering the atmosphere. However, it is impossible to catch everything. The benefits of Green Burial Green Burial provides a number of environmental and economical benefits. 1. It uses fewer resources according to the Funeral Consumers Alliance, each year, American cemeteries bury more than
30 million feet of hardwood and 90,000 tons of steel in caskets, 17,000 tons of steel and copper in storage, and 1.6 million tons of concrete in storage. Green Funeral excludes the use of these materials, making it better for the planet. 2. It is safer for industry professionals Another advantage of green funerals is that it does not use
embalming liquids. The embalmed liquid contains formaldehyde, the main carcinogen. A study published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute found that funeral industry workers are at a higher risk of developing cancer, particularly myeloid leukemia and brain cancer, due to their repeated contact with formaldehyde found in
embalming fluid. 3. Safer for the environment Green funeral also protect the local environment from the dangers of formaldehyde. Every year the United States uses 5.3 million gallons of embalming fluid, and all this embalming fluid needs to be treated in some way. Kind. The funeral home, much of the embalming fluid merged from the
body after viewing and then processed at the local water-liquiding station. At the burial site, what is left eventually merges into the local watershed. 4. It protects the natural ecosystems of Stop and Think about how much goes to maintaining a traditional cemetery. All this grass should be mowed on a weekly basis during the current
season. Grass is also often heavily fertilized, just like the golf course, and herbicides and pesticides are often used. These chemicals have a negative impact on the environment, especially local watersheds. Green cemeteries or memorial forests do not change the natural environment the way a traditional cemetery does. These areas
remain wild, so that the life of plants and animals can flourish. Green cemeteries also save space. NPR reports that many cemeteries across the country are running out. This problem is particularly common in California and New York, where almost all cemeteries are filled. Choosing a green burial means that no land should be set aside
forever to place your remains, since eventually, your body and coffin will disintegrate and be absorbed back into the ground. 5. It is better suited to nature lovers If you care deeply about the environment, green burial allows you to go through the end of life process in a way that fits your values and beliefs. It can feel comforting and
reassuring to know that your body will simply return to nature and return to the circle of life without causing any negative impact on the environment. How much can you save with a green funeral? According to the NFDA, the average cost of a funeral, including viewing and burial, is $7,360. However, prices can be much higher than this
depending on the location and choice of casket. And that price doesn't include the cost of the cemetery, which can be $2,000 or more. When you start looking at line by line breaking down funeral expenses, it's easy to see how you can save thousands of dollars by planning a green funeral. For example, the average cost of body
embalming is $725; Green Funeral misses this step completely. The average cost of a metal casket is $2400; Biodegradable caskets cost, in a pinch, a couple hundred dollars, and a shroud or homemade blanket can cost a few dollars or nothing at all. Making a green choice for these two options alone can save more than $3,000. When it
comes to graves, green funerals can cost about the same as a traditional cemetery plot or can cost less, depending on your preference. A traditional plot usually costs between $1,200 and $2,000 or more. In some states, such as California, the average plot costs nearly $4,000. At green cemeteries that are largely focused on conservation,
graves can cost $ Or more. however, much of this means trust that will protect the area from development for years to come. The cost of inter-cremated remains in a green cemetery ranges from $200 to $1,000. How to plan for a green funeral funeral death occurs, family and friends are often forced to make some very difficult decisions
while in a state of shock and grief. And as we all know, we don't make better decisions when we're under emotional stress. Throw in an unscrupulous funeral director, and your family may end up overpaying thousands if they are not careful. It may seem strange, and even scary, to think about planning for your own funeral. But as one
writer at Mother Earth News discovered, exploring your own funeral options can lead to a surprising dividend: peace with the process of death. Knowledge is power, and understanding what is associated with the process of ending life can make it much less scary. Figuring out how you would like to be buried allows you to choose the
option that is best consistent with how you have lived your life. It also takes some of the pressure from your family. And knowing your options (and costs) in advance can help you prevent unethical funeral directors from using your loved ones. Your memorial service and burial may be as green as you want them to be, and there are many
options to consider. Here's what you need to do to plan an eco-friendly funeral. Talk to your family about your wishes NFDA reports that more than 60% of Americans believe it is very important to talk to your family about their funeral wishes; however, only 20% did so. Discussing death is not a fun prospect for everyone, but talking to your
family about what you want your final legacy to be is the only way to make sure your wishes are followed. While you can make your wishes known in your real estate plan or will, it is best to talk openly about your desire for a green funeral, and why it is important to you, so your family is committed to the process until your death. Talk to
your funeral home, even if there are no green cemeteries in your area, you can still have a green funeral. First, ask the funeral director to abandon the embalming process. No state or federal law requires embalming. Some states have embalming laws for situations in which the body is not buried for a certain period of time. However, in
most states cooling is an acceptable alternative. You also don't need to buy a coffin from a funeral home, or another company, in order for a funeral. The Federal Trade Commission stipulates that funeral homes must accept the coffin provided by the client at no additional cost. This means that if you want to be buried only in a shroud, the
funeral home must, by law, accept that shroud for your burial. In years past, some funeral homes charged careless families up to $1,000 to use the funeral home's coffin. Make sure your family knows it's illegal. Find Green There are over 150 certified green cemeteries operating in the U.S., and thanks to growing demand, more are
opening each year. You can find a certified green cemetery or hybrid (a traditional cemetery that offers green spaces) in your area through GBC. It is also important that cemetery as their graves dug. Some cemeteries require that graves be dug by hand to protect native plants and minimize environmental impact. Skip Flowers Ask to let
friends and family avoid sending freshly cut flowers to the funeral home or where the memorial service will take place. Depending on the type of flower and the time of year, the cut flowers can be delivered thousands of miles from South America, using fuel and releasing carbon emissions into the atmosphere. A more environmentally
friendly option is to buy locally grown plants in pots that can be brought home by friends and family. You can also request that memorial donations be made to your favorite charity instead of flowers. It's a great way to leave a legacy and support a cause you like. Becoming an organ donor is another way to leave a positive legacy and really
change the world to register as an organ donor. As of August 2017, there were more than 116,000 men, women and children on the national transplant waiting list. Twenty people die every day waiting for a transplant, but one donor can save up to eight lives by sacrificing their heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, pancreas and intestines. You can
register to become an organ donor in OrganDonor.gov. Another option is to donate your body to science. Donated bodies are used to promote medical technologies and treat conditions such as Alzheimer's disease, cancer, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, AAS and arthritis. You can subscribe to a full-body donation through ScienceCare, the
world's largest accredited full-body donation program. Consider home funerals and home burial It is legal to have a home funeral and even be buried at home. Home funerals were common until the mid-20th century, when they began to fall into the al-like way as funeral homes and directors emerged and took over the process of caring for
death. Today, however, home funerals and burials are growing in popularity as people seek more personal, and less expensive, options. At home funerals, loved ones usually take care of the deceased at home. This means that they bathe and dress the deceased for viewing, as well as hold a funeral or memorial service for friends and
family. Typically, the deceased spends two or three days at home for viewing and services and then be transferred for burial or cremation. Each state has different requirements for a funeral at home, but some require the presence of a funeral director or medical examiner (or both) to certify a death certificate. If you have enough space,
you might as well consider a funeral home. Home burial laws vary in each state. Most states allow home burial as long as you check local zoning laws to make sure you're not in violation and you may have to have a minimum number of acres of land. Other states require you to apply for home cemetery permission. Some states, such as
California and Indiana, require that bodies be buried in designated cemeteries. You can see the burial laws for each state here. Funeral and funeral Great for some families because they can make the grieving process easier. Families can keep in close contact with their loved one while they honor their memory in the comfort of their own
home. For some, home funerals feel more natural and traditional. However, this option is not for everyone. Like USA Today, funeral directors are trained to deal with unexpected problems and problems that may arise as a result of decomposition. They can be physically and emotionally challenging for families who do not have the
equipment or training needed to deal with such issues, especially during grief. You can learn more about having a funeral at home at the National House Funeral Alliance. Buy or plan for a green casket Some funeral homes carry green caskets, but most don't. This can put families in a quandary when they make last-minute funeral
arrangements and tries to abide by the wishes of their loved ones. To facilitate the process, think carefully about how you would like to be buried and do your best to plan it. For example, do you feel comfortable being buried in a simple shroud or homemade blanket? If so, make sure your family knows this. If you want to be buried in a
biodegradable coffin, research providers to find a company that delivers what you want. Companies such as Northwoods Casket Company, Nature's Casket and The Old Pine Box make sustainable, handmade and biodegradable wooden caskets. You can find other vendors through GBC. Finding a natural burial marker will largely
determine what marker you can use for burial. In some hybrid cemeteries, a traditional tombstone is still required, even if you are buried in their green area. Other certified green cemeteries should use a natural marker. Options for a natural grave marker include: Rocks or engraved stones Flowers Trees Shrubs or Bushes Nothing at all it
is important to check with the cemetery to find out what guidelines or rules they have in place for burial markers. Some green cemeteries, especially those that are heavily focused on preserving the environment, will ask or even stipulate that you only use local plants or flowers to help strengthen the local ecosystem. Some cemeteries will
record the exact location of your burial via GPS and provide these coordinates, along with a portable GPS device, for future visitors. Resomation: Another eco-friendly selection of Resomation, also known as water cremation or alkaline hydrolysis, is a relatively new technique that provides families with another eco-friendly option at the end
of life. In resomation, the body is placed in sealed, Camera. Water and alkaline solution are then added to accelerate decomposition. The pressure increases to 145 pounds per square inch, and the temperature rises to just over 350 degrees. The process takes only a few hours, and when it is completed, all that is left is a pure white white
ash that gathers and returns the family to the urn. Resomation is an environmentally friendly choice because it requires one-seventh of the amount of fuel like cremation and has none of the negative effects of traditional burial. Its only drawback is that it requires 300 gallons or more of water. However, the water used in the resomation
process can be safely cleaned by a water treatment plant. Finding a resomation object can be challenging. As of June 2018, the practice is legal for human remains (compared to pet remains) in only five states: Florida Illinois Maine Minnesota Oregon legal site Nolo.com keeps an updated list of which states currently allow resomation for
pets and humans, so check here to see if laws have changed for your state. The costs of resomation vary, but most funeral homes that offer this service charge about the same as traditional cremation, or $1,000. Last Word Many people choose more natural funerals and funerals in order to reduce their negative impact on the
environment. It's also an attractive option because it's much more affordable than a traditional funeral. How your remains will be laid on vacation is not an easy topic to consider. No one likes to think about our own mortality, but death is what will happen to each of us, whether we want to discuss it or not. Planning your passing will help
ease the financial and emotional burden on your loved ones when the time comes. Have you already done any end-of-life planning yet? Could you consider a green funeral? Funeral? funeral program template pdf download. free editable funeral program template pdf. free funeral program template pdf. editable funeral program template
pdf. free editable catholic funeral program template pdf. printable free editable funeral program template pdf. funeral service program template pdf
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